On-The-Fly Query Translation Between i2b2 and Samply in the German Biobank Node (GBN) Prototypes.
Information retrieval is a major challenge in medical informatics. Various research projects have worked on this task in recent years on an institutional level by developing tools to integrate and retrieve information. However, when it comes down to querying such data across institutions, the challenge persists due to the high heterogeneity of data and differences in software systems. The German Biobank Node (GBN) project faced this challenge when trying to interconnect four biobanks to enable distributed queries for biospecimens. All biobanks had already established integrated data repositories, and some of them were already part of research networks. Instead of developing another software platform, GBN decided to form a bridge between these. This paper describes and discusses a core component from the GBN project, the OmniQuery library, which was implemented to enable on-the-fly query translation between heterogeneous research infrastructures.